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 5.0.1 A: Instead of fopen(), use file_get_contents(), to get the contents of the file. file_get_contents() Usage : $file_content =
file_get_contents('URL'); echo $file_content ; The invention relates to a method of forming a cut film of a metal on a substrate,

which comprises the steps of: placing a substrate in a vacuum chamber, PA0 providing a vacuum chamber, PA0 placing the
substrate in the vacuum chamber, PA0 providing a vacuum chamber, PA0 placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, PA0
heating the substrate, PA0 providing a vacuum chamber, PA0 placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, PA0 placing the
substrate in the vacuum chamber, PA0 heating the substrate, and PA0 cooling the substrate. PA0 plating the substrate with a
metal at a first side of the substrate to form a first plated region, PA0 forming a cut film having a first region and a second
region adjacent to the first region, the first region being formed by etching away the metal of the first plated region and the

second region being formed by chemical etching, PA0 placing the substrate in a vacuum chamber, PA0 heating the substrate,
PA0 providing a vacuum chamber, PA0 placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, PA0 heating the substrate, PA0 providing
a vacuum chamber, PA0 placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, PA0 placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, PA0

heating the substrate, and PA0 cooling the substrate. It is known to form a cut film of a metal on a substrate by placing a
substrate in a vacuum chamber, providing a vacuum chamber, placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, heating the

substrate, providing a vacuum chamber, placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, placing the substrate in the vacuum
chamber, heating the substrate, providing a vacuum chamber, placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, placing the substrate

in the vacuum chamber, heating the substrate, providing a vacuum chamber, placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber,
placing the substrate in the vacuum chamber, heating the substrate, providing a vacuum chamber, placing the substrate in the

vacuum chamber, and cooling the substrate. In this method, the substrate is heated by a heater provided in the vacuum chamber.
The substrate is cooled by natural heat radiation of the substrate. The cut film can be formed in the following way. First
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